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XML, Web Services, and the Data Revolution (Technology Series)Addison Wesley, 2002
"Frank Coyle's XML,Web Services, and the Data Revolution does a great job of explaining the XML phenomenon by clearly describing where it came from, why it has proved so useful, and where it is likely to take us."—Michael Champion

XML, Web Services, and the Data Revolution presents a...
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Head First HTML with CSS & XHTMLO'Reilly, 2005

	Tired of reading HTML books that only make sense after you're an expert? Then it's about time you picked up Head First HTML with CSS & XHTML and really learned HTML. You want to learn HTML so you can finally create those web pages you've always wanted, so you can communicate more effectively with friends, family,...
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Web Accessibility: Web Standards and Regulatory ComplianceFriends of Ed, 2006
The power of the Web lies in the fact that anyone and everyone can access it, and this should also extend to users with disabilities. Accessibility is about making websites accessible to those with aural, visual, or physical disabilities, or rather, constructing websites that don't exclude these people from accessing the content or services...
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Dreamweaver MX BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
"Joseph shows how to use the most significant release of Dreamweaver since version 1 to solve real-world development problems."
    —David Deming, Product Manager for Dreamweaver, Macromedia
	Master the radically new version of the leading Web site development program
	Harness the power of major new...
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Beginning CSS: Cascading Style Sheets for Web DesignWrox Press, 2004
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a standard for Web site presentation that allows Web developers to define styles for all the visual aspects of a Web document. This example-packed book provides you with necessary information that will enable you to combine CSS with HTML, XHTML, or XML to create rich, aesthetically powerful designs.
    You'll...
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Special Edition Using XML (2nd Edition)Que, 2002
Special Edition Using XML, Second Edition gives developers a formal introduction to XML technology, starting with indepth coverage of basic syntax and fundamental "pieces" of XML, including DTDs, Schemas, and Namespaces. The authors then cover various applications of XML, including transforming and displaying XML documents using CSS...
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Sams Teach Yourself Java 2 in 21 Days (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2000
It helps to have a little programming experience under your belt.  That having been said, this book provides a comprehensive, and readable introduction to Java.

 Sams Teach Yourself Java in 21 Days, Second Edition is known for its clear and personable writing, its extensive use of examples, and its logical step-by-step organization. This...
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Build Your Own Standards Compliant Website Using Dreamweaver 8: A Practical Step-by-Step Guide to Mastering Dreamweaver 8SitePoint Pty Ltd, 2005

	
		Build Your Own Standards Compliant Website with Dreamweaver 8 is writtenfor any user of Dreamweaver who wants to create standards compliant, usableand fully accessible websites.

	
		By applying Web Standards and best-practices, readers will learn to createfast-loading, easy-to-maintain and cross-browser compatible...
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Beginning XML with DOM and Ajax: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006
This books aims to provide a “one-stop shop” for developers who want to learn how to build Extensible Markup Language (XML) web applications. It explains XML and its role in the web development world. The book also introduces specific XML vocabularies and related XML recommendations.

I wrote the book for web developers at all...
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The HTML Pocket GuidePeachpit Press, 2010

	This handy low-priced book is packed with HTML/XHTML definitions and tips, including those for HTML5 elements in depth. Snappy writing and illustrative code samples walk readers through HTML uses and element definitions. Handy pocket size provides a convenient reference for HTML coders. A true companion to standards-compliant design. The HTML...
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Microsoft Expression Web 4 In Depth: Updated for Service Pack 2 - HTML 5, CSS 3, JQuery (2nd Edition)Que, 2012

	Expression Web is a powerful web development product, and there are plenty of books about it. That puts readers in a tight spot when trying to figure out which book to purchase to learn how to use Expression Web to its fullest. I’ve read a lot of technical books in my career, and the ones I value the most are the...
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Pragmatic Ajax: A Web 2.0 PrimerPragmatic Bookshelf, 2006
This is a book about developing effective web applications. We’re not
going to dance around this issue. Underneath everything else, this
book is about XHTML, JavaScript, CSS, and standards that have been
around for almost a decade now. Not only do we admit this truth,
we embrace it. Just because these standards have been...
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